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KEYNOTE ADDRESSES and BREAKOUT SESSIONS

JOHN HATTIE
with CATHY LASSITER
Professor John Hattie is an award winning Visible Learning education researcher and best-selling author with nearly 30 years of experience examining what works best in student learning and achievement.
Cathy Lassiter, ED. D. is an education consultant with over 30 years experience as a public school teacher, principal, administrator and consultant.

J2 TRAINING
Educational technology consultants, Joan Gore and Janet Corder specialize in technology integration, BYOD implementations, interactive whiteboard technologies and mobile learning devices.

NEAL PEACOCK
Neal Peacock is a thirty year educator, coach, theatre director and speaker. His unique style of speaking and teaching helps train others in the areas in which he has both randomly succeeded and dazzling failed.
Come For The Conference
Stay For The Adventure!
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